PAC-150 90° - PLYWOOD DECK DETAILS

SILL DETAIL

KEYNOTES:
- Trim fasteners are self-drill pancake head and must be installed in a staggered pattern.
- Clips and fasteners material: galvanized when steel panels are utilized; stainless steel when aluminum panels are utilized.
- Sill flashing: fastened with #10 fastener at maximum 12" on-center (staggered pattern).

1. PLYWOOD SUBSTRATE
2. PAC-150 PANEL
3. PAC-150 CLIP W/ 2- #10-12 x 1" FASTENERS
4. #10-12 x 1" FASTENER (12" O.C.)
5. SILL FLASHING
6. SELF-ADHERING UNDERLAYMENT (HIGH TEMP)
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